ABSTRACT. The charge simulation method has been applied to solve a lot of problems in electrical engineering. However, the principle of the method is not known enough even now. This paper is devoted to giving the theoretical and mathematical base for the charge simulation method of numerical conformal mappings in ring domains. Therefore for example, the uniform ,convergence of approximations, the theoretical distribution of charge points, and the charges will be mathematically discussed. An example is shown to help understanding of theoretical considerations.
INTRODUCTION
The charge simulation method is very useful to solve partial differential equations in electrical engineering, and has been studied and developed by a lot of researchers. The method is easy to understand, and can be applied only by solving a system of simultaneous linear equations. Many examples show that the method makes possible to get rather precise solutions [ or the boundary value problems with respect to domains bounded by smooth curves.
However, many parts of the method depend on the experiment from the examles. For instance.
the best distribution of charge points is not known.
In this paper we will give the theoretical and mathematical base for the charge simulation method of numerical conformal mappings in ring domains.
Then, the potential theory [10, 16] , especially the asymptotic theorems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] [14] on extremal weighted hyperbolic polynomials play fundamental roles. The theorems depend on the notion introduced in 1992 by Mhaskar and Saff [13] . We note that numerical conformal mappings not depending on the charge simulation method have been shown in [4, 15] .
The results established in this paper are as follows:
(la) A new scheme for approximations is The outline of this paper is as follows. In sections 2 and 3, the definition of weighted hyperbolic capacity (shortly wh-capacity) and asymptotic lemmas on extremal wh-polynomials will be introduced, respectively. In section 4 the lemmas are applied to establishing algorithms of a new charge simulation method for numerical conformal mappings in ring domains whose each outer boundary is the unit circle with a center at the origin. In section 5 the theoretical distribution of charge poins is discussed. In section 6 a simple example is shown to help understanding of theoretical considerations for the new charge simulatin method.
DEFINITIONS
In approximation theory, the asymptotic behavior of extremal polynomials has been studied by a lot of researchers. In this section we describe the notions of weighted hyperbolic polynomials (shortly wh-polynomials) and weighted hyperbolic capacity (wh-capacity) introduced by the author [5] and Mhaskar-Saff [12, 13] 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that every p,.,.,(z) has all of the zeros on ".
Though this assumption is rather strong, it is the key point to establish the new charge simulation method. For polynomials p,,(z) of degree n, the discrete unit measure defined on compact sets in the complex plane C with mass 1In at each zero of p,,,(z) will be denoted by/,, t(p,.). It will be called the normalized counting measure on the zeros of p,,,(z). If p,,,(z) has multiple zeros, the obvious modification will be considered.
The weak convergence of v to v as n x will be defined by lira /fdv,,--/fdv (2.7) for every continuous function in the complex plane C with compact support.
LEMMAS
We present the fundamental lemmas on extrmal wh-polynomials that are devoted to mathematical considerations of the new charge simulation method.
Since all of the lemmas established for usual weighted polynomials hold analogously for hyperbolic ones, we omit the proofs (see [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] [14] ).
Under the assumption mentioned in section 2, we state the main lemma which has been verified in [6] . Chebyshev polynomial with zeros on 7-It is known that it satisfies the condition (A) [5] .
To show another polynomial satisfying he condition (A), we introduce the definition of whtransfinite diameter. For each integer n > 9., let z,,,,-z,,,, lw(z,,.,)w(z,,,,)]}_/(,,(,,_,)) [3] .
For n 10, the charge points with p 0.1 and the collocation points with p 0.6, we solve a system of simultaneous linear equations (4.6) and (4.7) and obtain the following results (to know the distribution precisely, all of the charges are denoted)- Applying reflexion principle and maximum principle, the error on the unit circle will be estimated by one on the inner boundary %. Then, the accuracy may decrease by order of 10 -1 at most.
We obtain the errors as follows (to know the distribution precisely, all of the errors are denoted): a0=log0.6, ,=-6 the errors IJ' (z)-f(z)l of the approximation (4.2) are estimated. Then the errors are as follows: The numerical caluculation has been performed by Runfort-f77 (PC98-486AV) and single precision.
REMARKS
We have shown that the method introduced in this papar has the advantages copared to the standard one, when the charge points are theoretically distributed.
Amano's method [2] for the conformal mapping from a general ring domain to a standard one is applicable, even when the theoretical distribution is not known. It has also been shown that the approximations with high accuracy can be obtained. Algorithm 4.4 is applicable when the charge points and collocation points are distributed by the way of Amano. We wish that this paper would contribute to presenting the theoretical base also for Amano's method.
